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Preface

Super resolution is one of the most fascinating and applicable fields in optical data
processing. The urge to obtain highly resolved images using low-quality imaging
optics and detectors is very appealing.
The field of super resolution may be categorized into two groups: diffractive and
geometrical super resolution. The first deals with overcoming the resolution limits
that are dictated by diffraction laws and related to the numerical aperture of the
imaging lens. The second deals with overcoming the limitation determined by the
geometrical structure of the detector array.
Various techniques have been developed to deal with both types of resolution
improvements. In all approaches, the spatial resolution improvement needs the
object to exhibit some sort of constraint (such as monochromaticity, slow variation
with time, single polarization, etc.), related with an unused dimension of the object.
The improvement is thus made at the price of sacrificing unused degrees of freedom
in the other domains as time, wavelength, polarization, or field of view.
The methods pursuing super resolution utilize masks having diffractive features.
They are classified here according to the nature of their structure:
1. Possessing full/piecewise periodicity
2. Spatially finite repeating random structures/random structure with finite period
3. Random structure with infinite period
The book is thus organized in the following way. Chapter 1 briefly presents the
relevant theoretical background. Chapter 2 discusses several super resolution
methods implementing diffractive masks having a certain degree of periodicity.
In Chapter 3, we explore techniques utilizing diffractive masks having structures
with a finite random period. Finally, in Chapter 4, the mask becomes fully random.
Ramat-Gan, Israel
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Chapter 1

Theoretical Background
Alex Zlotnik, Zeev Zalevsky, David Mendlovic, Jonathan Solomon,
and Bahram Javidi

1.1
1.1.1

Fourier Optics
Free Space Propagation: Fresnel and Fraunhofer Integrals

Under scalar diffraction theory assumption and assuming that work is relatively
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
close to optical axis ðx  xÞ2 þ ðy  Þ2 << z0 , it is possible to write the following relationship [1]:
expðjkz0 Þ
Uðx; y; z0 Þ ¼
jlz0

ZZ



i
p h
2
2
ðx  xÞ þ ðy  Þ
U ðx; Þ exp j
dxd: (1.1)
lz0
i

This is known as the Fresnel diffraction integral. It can be calculated as a
convolution between the incident field Ui and the free space propagation (FSP)
quadratic phase function.
In certain limiting cases, Fresnel diffraction formula can be simplified to yield
Fraunhofer diffraction integral. If the diffraction is observed on a very remote
plane, the quadratic phase factor inside the integral of (1.1) can be omitted,
provided that the following condition is fulfilled:

p  2
x þ 2 max ¼ p
lz0

)

z0 ¼

D2
:
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(ξ η)

Fig. 1.1 Imaging system
consists of lens with focal
length f; (x, ) is the object
plane, and (x, y) is the image
plane

(u, v)

z1

(x, y)

z2

The obtained result is then:
Uðx; y; z0 Þ ¼

1.1.2




expðjkz0 Þ
p  2
exp j
x þ y2
jlz0
lz0


ZZ
p
ðxx þ yÞ dxd:

Ui ðx; Þ exp j
lz0

(1.2)

Imaging System

In this section, a simple imaging system consisting of a single thin lens of a finite
aperture P(u, v) and a focal length f is briefly analyzed. This system images a planar
object in the (x, ) plane into a (x, y) image plane, while a monochromatic illumination is assumed (see Fig. 1.1).

1.1.2.1

Coherent Illumination

The output field Uimage(x, y) is related to input Uobject(x, ) through a superposition
integral:
ZZ
Uimage ðx; yÞ ¼

Uobject ðx; Þhðx; y; x; Þdxd;

(1.3)

where h(·;·) is the amplitude at image coordinates (x, y) in response to a point –
source object at (x, ), and is given by [1]:


 2

1
p
2
exp i
x þy
hðx; y; x; Þ ¼ 2
lðz2  f Þ
l z1 z2


ZZ
2p

Pðu; vÞ exp i
½ðx  MxÞu þ ðy  MÞv dudv;
lz2

ð1:4Þ
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where M is the magnification, M ¼ z2 =z1 ; z1, z2, and f obey the relation:
1
1 1
þ ¼ :
z1 z2 f

(1.5)

After several simple coordinate transformations, one can obtain a convolution
relationship:
~ yÞ  Ug ðx; yÞ;
Uimage ðx; yÞ ¼ hðx;

(1.6)

~ yÞ is the point-spread
where Ug is the geometrical optics prediction of the image; hðx;
function with a quadratic phase factor omitted.

1.1.2.2

Incoherent Illumination

Imaging systems using spatially incoherent illumination are linear in intensity [1]
and obey the intensity convolution integral:
Iimage ðx; yÞ ¼ k  jhðx; yÞj2  Ig ðx; yÞ;

(1.7)

where k is a constant; Iimage(x, y) and Ig(x, y) are intensities of Uimage(x, y) and
Ug(x, y), respectively.

1.2

Diffraction Resolution Limitation

Let us assume that we have an optical system that relies on a lens with a focal length
f and aperture D. If such a system stares on a scene located at a distance of R from
the sensor (R>>f ), the viewed resolution in the image plane is limited by
diffraction:


J1 pr lF#
hðrÞ /
r lF#

2

(1.8)

and therefore equals to 1:22lF# , where r is the radial coordinate in the focal plane
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r ¼ x2 þ y2 , l is the wavelength, and F# is the F-number of the imaging system
F# ¼ f =D.
By translating the resolution bound to the object plane, the smallest detail
possibly viewed is of the size:
ðdr Þdiff ¼ 1:22

l
R:
D

(1.9)
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1.3

Geometrical Resolution Limitation

However, modern optical system are digital and contain some form of an
electronic sensor. The sensor has nonzero pixels, having a size of Dd. The pixel
size provides the “geometrical resolution” bound. This limitation expressed in the
object plane yields:
ðdxÞg ¼

Dd
R:
f

(1.10)

In most cases, Dd>1:22ðlf =DÞ, and the geometrical resolution is the bottleneck,
in the optical system.

1.3.1

The Effects of Sampling by CCD (Pixel Shape and Aliasing)

Let us assume that an image is received on the CCD plane. The CCD samples the
image with finite pixels having a defined pitch. Let us denote the distance between
each pixel as Dx and the width of each pixel as Dd. Sampling the image creates
replicas of the continuous image spectrum in the frequency domain. These replicas
are spaced at a constant offset in the spectrum, which is proportional to the
resolution of the CCD, Dn ¼ 1=Dx.
Therefore, sampling the physical image by the CCD is equivalent to [2]:
(a) Convolving it with a rect function (a rectangular window) with a width equal to the
size of a single CCD pixel. The latter simulates
Pthe effect of the nonzero pixel size.
(b) Multiplying the input by a comb function m dðx  mDxÞ .
In the frequency plane, this is equivalent to:
(a) Multiplying the original’s input spectrum by a sinc function ðsin cðxÞ ¼
ðsinðpxÞ=pxÞÞ with a width of 2=Dd
(b) Convolving
the result with a train of Dirac functions (due to the pixel spacing)
P
dðn

ðn=DxÞÞ
n
If the distance between the replicas is not sufficient, the replicas overlap. As a
result, the image is corrupted. Figure 1.2a presents an input spectrum, and the
aliased corrupted spectrum is shown in Fig. 1.2b.
Aliasing occurs when the image’s resolution is more than half of that of the CCD
(Nyquist sampling rate). Image resolution measured on the CCD plane is denoted as
Dnimage . In mathematical terms, aliasing occurs when 2Dnimage >Dn. Diffraction effects
have been neglected as it is assumed that geometrical resolution bound is dominant.

1 Theoretical Background
Fig. 1.2 (a) Output image
spectrum before being
sampled by CCD. (b) Output
image spectrum after being
sampled by CCD. The image
was taken from: J. Solomon,
Z. Zalevsky and
D. Mendlovic, “Geometrical
Super Resolution by Code
Division Multiplexing,”
Appl. Opt. 44, 32–40 (2005)
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1.4

Super Resolution Explained by Degrees
of Freedom Number

The possibility for super resolution is often explained by the notion of degrees of
freedom (DoF) invariance of a given optical system. Other term describing the
same is the information capacity of the optical system. That is the number of
degrees of freedom (DoF) number the system could pass through is constant and
equal to information capacity [3]:
N ¼ ð1 þ 2Lx Bx Þð1 þ 2Ly By Þð1 þ 2Lz Bz Þ
 ð1 þ 2LT BT Þ logð1 þ SNRÞ;

(1.11)

where Lx Ly is the field of view, Lz is the depth of field, Bx By Bz is the spatial
bandwidth in x, y, z dimensions; LT is the observation interval and BT is the
temporal bandwidth. SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio. A priori knowledge of object
properties makes possible to code the object in order to pass it through optical
system inferior in certain DoF and superior in others. An example for such coding is

6
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Fig. 1.3 Wigner properties

object space bandwidth (SW) shaping in Wigner space [4]. Space bandwidth
product is the lateral DoF from (1.11). For 1-D signal, it is defined as
SW ¼ DxDn;

(1.12)

Dx is the area where the signal u(x) is essentially nonzero and Du is the size of the
frequency where the spectrum of u(x) is essentially nonzero.

1.4.1

Wigner Transform

A Wigner chart is a wave-optical generalization of the Delano diagram (ray optics
Y Y diagram). Its definition is:
Z
W ðx; nÞ ¼

1
1

u xþ

x0 
x0
u x
expð2pinx0 Þdx0 ;
2
2

(1.13)

where u(x) is the complex amplitude and n is the spatial frequency. Apparently, a
Wigner chart presents the spatial and spectral information simultaneously. It doubles
the number of dimensions; thus, a one-dimensional (1-D) object has a two-dimensional (2-D) Wigner chart. Figure 1.3 shows the effects of elementary optical
modules, such as magnification (MAG), a lens (LENS), FSP, and Fourier transform
(FT) or fractional Fourier transform (FRT), on the Wigner chart of a signal [5–8].
The definition of SW was generalized by the use of the ensemble average of the
Wigner chart that is due to a set of signals that may enter the optical system. There

1 Theoretical Background
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instead of being a pure number, SWðx; nÞ was a binary function of two variables
(referring to as 1-D object) with the following definition:

1 f hW ðx; nÞi>Wthresh ;
(1.14)
SWB ðx; uÞ ¼
0
otherwise:
The area of lim SWðx; nÞ indicates in fact the number of DoF; e.g., if dx denotes
x!1
the spatial resolution and dn is the spectral resolution, then dx ¼ 1=Dn, dn ¼ 1=Dx,
and the number of degrees of freedom (DoF) N is:
N¼

Dx Dn
¼
¼ Dx  Dn:
Dd dn

(1.15)

For a given optical system whose SW acceptance capabilities are denoted by
SWYu ðx; nÞ and a given input signal whose existing SW is denoted by SWIu ðx; nÞ, a
necessary condition for transmitting the whole signal without information loss is:
SWIn ðx; nÞ  SWYn ðx; nÞ:

(1.16)

If the transmission is lossless, then the following condition takes place:
Nsignal

1.5

Nsystem :

(1.17)

Inverse Problem Statement of Super Resolution

Achieving either geometrical or diffraction super resolution can be formulated as
solving inverse problem.
Inverse problem is stated in the following manner: An image is known on a
certain grid. One wishes to restore image values on a finer grid. The image is related
to high-resolution unknown object through blurring, sampling, and addition of
noise. The blurring is assumed to be a spatially invariant operator. It is possible
to write the following discrete relationship (on a fine grid):
y½m; n ¼ g½m; n  u½m; n ¼

R1 X
R1
X

g½k þ m; l þ nu½k; l;

(1.18)

k¼0 l0

where g[. . .] is the blurring matrix, u[. . .] is the high-resolution object to be
restored.
It is convenient to represent 2-D images as column-wise concatenated vectors
and the blurring operator as a matrix. The original and blurred images are therefore
assumed to be related by a compact set of linear equations:
Ax ¼ b:

(1.19)
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In order to be defined as well-posed and to have a unique solution, it must
uphold the following three conditions: existence, stability, and uniqueness [9].
If some of the conditions do not hold, then the problem is ill-posed, and there may
not be a solution, or it may not be unique. Furthermore, since this solution does
not uphold all three conditions mentioned above, the additive noise prevent us
from converging to real solution. Likewise, since there are more unknowns than
equations, the solution is not unique. Finally, a small change in one of the
variables would affect the solution of the problem so that the stability of the
solution would be very low.
One possible direction for the above-mentioned problems is to use the
pseudoinverse matrix that is obtained by a reduction of the least square error.
Techniques dealing with least square error reduction [10] involve recursive least
square error (RLS) [11] and recursive total least square error (RTLS) [12]. A more
sophisticated method to reduce least square errors recursively uses regularization [13]. This method which succeeds to overcome noise contains Tikhonov’s
regularization component. This component is designed such that for problems
without noise it will be possible to reduce it so that the real solution will be
approached, while for images with noise this positive addition will yet yield an
optimal solution [14].
There is a set of other regularization methods that uses prior knowledge of the
system regarding the statistical properties of the blurring problem. This set of
methods is called stochastic reconstruction methods. In this set of methods,
reconstruction of a super resolution image is a statistical re-evaluation problem,
where all quantities are modeled by their probability functions. One way to
reconstruct is by applying the maximum a posteriori (MAP) where the super
resolved image may be obtained by looking for the maximum of the conditional
probability distribution whose estimation is done by the Markov random field
(MRF) in different ways, enabling the addition of a priori constraints into the
solution [15, 16]. Another solution known as maximum likelihood (ML) is
actually a particular case of MAP, where the required image is obtained by the
ML estimator which does not need any a priori knowledge [17].
A different approach named projection onto convex sets (POCS) assumes a
number of prior demands of the required solution. For each such demand, an
operator is defined that projects a dot in the field of the super resolution image
onto a field fulfilling the constraint. Such an iterative process of operator activation causes the solution to converge fulfilling all the constraints and even may
avoid guessing the first solution either by using the time domain [18] or by using
the frequency domain [19]. Following that another interesting direction for
solving the blurring problem by iteration is via using the iterated back-projection
(IBP) method [20].
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